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Abstract: ISON, being an open international project that collects and interprets data about space objects for scientific
analysis and spacecraft operators, includes about 40 observational sites. An involvement of two Mexican sites partici-
pating in optical observations of geostationary and highly elliptical objects as a part of the ISON project is considered.
A brief description of the facilities and their observation statistics are given. Prospects for the further development of
sites for monitoring near-Earth objects in Mexico are presented, including data of astronomical observing conditions
from field stations.
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1 Introduction
High Earth orbits are of great interest both for applied pur-
poses of communication and navigation systems, and sci-
entific researchers as well. Monitoring of this region is a
very topical goal due to the significantly increased num-
ber of the catalogued space objects there, including works
on providing for the safety of satellites and the develop-
ment of the proper model of space debris population. The
International Scientific Optical Network (ISON or NSOI
AFN in Russian) is an open international non-government
project developed to be an independent source of data
about space objects for scientific analysis and spacecraft
operators.
At the moment, ISON collaborates with two Mexican
institutions: the Autonomous University of Sinaloa since
October 2010 and the Autonomous University of Nuevo
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León (UANL in Spanish) since October 2016. Both organ-
isations have proper observation sites in Northen Mexico,
which are characterised by a low level of humidity and
a sufficient number of clear hours, moreover, developing
new sites with a higher transparency of atmosphere al-
ready has been planned. Mexican sites have unique longi-
tude location for survey and tracking of geosynchronous
(GEO) and high elliptical orbit (HEO) objects, especially in
the interest of orbital determination and conjunction anal-
yses for Russian and Mexican satellites.
2 The ISON project overview
ISON is one of the headmost near-Earth technogenic ob-
ject surveillance systems in the world, whose catalogue is
regularly updated with observations from the globally dis-
tributed network of optical tracking systems.
Keldysh Institute of Applied Mathematics of the Rus-
sian Academy of Sciences (KIAM RAS) is the host organi-
sation of ISON, that maintains space objects database and
also provides conjunction analysis for GEO satellites. ISON
project is continuously developing—new observatories are
joining, new telescope subsystems are forming, and KIAM
database is upgrading: 38 observation facilities in 16 coun-
tries comprising 90 telescopes from 12,5 cm up to 2,6 m
aperture are involved in the ISON project, including two
in Mexico (shown in Figure 3). ISON provides continuous
monitoring of theGEOobject population, tracking and sur-
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veying of objects in GEO, LEO, and in Molniya and other
HEO orbits (Molotov et al. 2008, 2009).
As a result of the recent developments, 2.4 million
tracklets comprising 19 million measurements obtained
by ISON in 2016 (Molotov et al. 2016), the general trend
from 2003 presented in Figure 4. Orbit determination and
conjunction analysis for GEO and HEO are performing on
a routine daily basis. Thus, orbital elements of approxi-
mately 6150 objects (2040 GEO and 4110 HEO) in the KIAM
database are regularly updated at the moment.
Moreover, 550 new objects have been discovered and
480 previously lost objects have been rediscovered in
2016—corresponding quantities increased by about half
compare with 2015.
3 Cosala site
The Cosala observation facility of the Autonomous Uni-
versity of Sinaloa (AUS) was commissioned and began its
work inMay 2012. The astronomical observatory is located
in the territory of the ecological reserve of AUS, at an al-
titude of 600 m, in the vicinity of Cosala town (State of
Sinaloa). There was built a pavilion with a sliding roof and
installed the 25-cm ORI-25 telescope (Figure 1) which pro-
vided by the ISON project, since then, the observatory reg-
ularly holds geosynchronous objects observations. Almost
800 thousand measurements of space debris objects and
satellites in high orbits were made during approx 600 ob-
servation nights in 5 years. Observatory Cosala took an ac-
tive part in the discovery of 16 uncataloged objects and re-
discovery of 15 of previously lost objects. Observations at
the ORI-25 are carried out in an automatic mode. Obtained
data are promptly sent to the database of KIAMRAS,where
are used for the prediction of dangerous approaches, in-
cluding Russian and Mexican satellites.
One-year operation statistics of ORI-25 at Cosala is pre-
sented in Figure 8 and Figure 11.
4 Nuevo León sites
The telescope has been installed at UANL Monterrey City
Campus (25∘ 41’ N 100∘ 18’ W, 560 m altitude) in October
2016, commissioning works were carried out by engineers
of KIAM RAS. The ORI-25 telescope follows a Hamilton op-
tical design, similar to that for the ISON branch in Tarija,
Bolivia (Zalles Barrera et al. 2014), with a 25 cm diameter
mirror and a 625,0 cm focal length, giving a wide field-of-
Figure 1. ORI-25 at the Cosala site in early 2012.
view of 3∘ × 3∘. Mounted FLI Microline ML09000 camera
acquires images of 3056 × 3056 µm pixels.
Since observations began, the survey of geosyn-
chronous objects has covered a belt-shaped region of the
celestial sphere with a range of −49∘ < δ < 10∘.
About 4TB of data have been obtained by ORI-25 at
themoment, whereas during the observation period about
one year 62% of nights were operational. Gathered data
are collecting and sending to KIAM RAS for further anal-
ysis. Clear conditions in Monterrey (the capital of Nuevo
León) had been limited by climate events related with the
last two hurricane seasons (July 1st–December 1st) and the
last season of cold fronts (November–March). Our work at
UANL is aimed to determine basic kinematic parameters of
geosynchronous objects by using a pattern recognition al-
gorithm, to distinguish a target source from a background
of motion-blurred stars, that is common task for obtained
ISON images in given case.
One-year operation statistics of ORI-25 at Monterrey is
presented in Figure 9 and Figure 10. Notably, that themag-
nitude distribution of the ORI-25 at Monterrey includes
slightly more weak objects comparing with the same in-
strument at Cosala (Figure 10 and Figure 11) in spite of rel-
atively large light pollution at Monterrey.
ISON has motivated the recent study of complemen-
tary sites, which will increase the current performance of
the ORI-25 and other equipment which will be devoted to
asteroids observations.Weare focusedbynowonweather,
seeing and mean sky brightness measurements, for a cou-
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Figure 2. Shown the present ISON observatory position at Monterrey, marked by a star, and the prospect zone for its future southward
movement, enclosed by a circle. One grid approx corresponds to 50 km.
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Figure 3. Location map of facilities aflliated with the ISON project.
Figure 4. The number of optical measurements obtained by ISON telescopes.
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Figure 5. Top panel: Plot for Infiernillo (3,140 meters altitude)
sky darkness measurements. This graph shows the maximum
mag/arcsec2 reached every night during the beginning of the sum-
mer season. Bottom panel: The correspondent moon phase evolu-
tion for this time.
ple of sites at altitudes greater than 1000 m over mean sea
level.
Figure 2 shows the current position of ORI-25 at Mon-
terrey, marked by a black star. The test sites being located
in the southern region, enclosed by a circle.
The majority of light from Monterrey and other large
northern cities is quite well blocked by the Sierra Madre
Ridge. There are two sites which we are working on since
May 2017, Picacho (2,700m) and Infiernillo (3,140m) inside
enclosed circle area.
Sky darkness measurements were carried by employ-
ing an Unihedron Sky Quality Meter (Pun et al. 2014).
Such device measures the spatially integrated sky bright-
ness (mag/arcsec2) through a factory-calibrated sensor
and stores data to a PC via USB. Following the device
specifications, its accuracy is ±10% (± 0.10 mag/arcsec2).
The graph in Figure 5 shows the maximum sky darkness
values at Infiernillo site during the last summer obser-
vation campaign. The total sky darkness modulation is
caused by moon phases, reaching an average value of 22,7
mag/arcsec2 out from 90% of phase. This value is quite
above the reference value of 21,3 mag/arcsec2 (dashed
line) of the observed surface brightness of the Milky Way.
Panels from Figure 6 shows temperature (top) and rel-
ative humidity (bottom) from Picacho site for the first five
months of the present year. Dispersion in humidity ac-
counts for weather conditions during the occurrence of
cold fronts during the first three months of the year and
the Mexican monsoon activity by the end of April.
We will implement sky darkness measurements and
meteorological observations at both sites by the end of the
Figure 6. The plot for Picacho (2,730 meters altitude) meteorological
measurements from January to May 2017. Top panel: Temperature.
Bottom panel: Humidity, whose modulations are due mainly by a
couple of seasonal events, the cold fronts which occur during the
first 3–4 months of the year and the Mexican monsoon from the end
of spring to the end of summer.
Figure 7. DIMM camera device for seeing measurements, currently
installed at the UANL Solar Observatory.
year. Such measurements will be complemented by data
from clouds counting through a whole-sky camera and
seeingmeasurements through a Differential ImageMotion
Monitor (DIMM) camera (see Figure 7). Both instruments
are already in the testing phase at the UANL Solar Obser-
vatory. This site is in enclosed circle region in Figure 10 as
well.
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Figure 8. Statistics of ORI-25 optical measurements at Cosala, September 2016–September 2017.
Figure 9. Statistics of ORI-25 optical measurements at Monterrey, September 2016–September 2017.
Figure 10.Magnitude distribution of ORI-25 measurements at Mon-
terrey, September 2016–September 2017.
Figure 11.Magnitude distribution of ORI-25 measurements at Cos-
ala, January 2016–September 2017.
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Figure 12. A sample of distribution of space debris objects measured by ISON in Jan–Feb 2017.
Figure 13. Statistics of discoveries and re-discoveries of ISON per
year
Figure 14. Space debris model elaborated by ISON in KIAM RAS, the
outer ring corresponds to the geostationary region.
5 Results
Two small-aperture telescopes for HEO and GEO objects
tracking and surveying in Mexico have shown appropriate
results within the ISON project. The observation facility at
Cosala confirms the status of the reliable site with the high
efficiency of observations.
The one-year test observation campaign, held at
Monterrey, reveals remarkable results due to the well-
coordinated work of the observer team. Furthermore, sur-
veys and astroclimate analysis were carried out in several
prospective locations in the State of Nuevo Leónwithmore
suitable dark and transparent sky conditions.
Presentwork is a liaison in the Russian-Mexican space
situational awareness.
Data gathered by Mexican stations from the Western
Hemisphere play an essential role in maintenance and
growth of the ISON catalogue. An example of space debris
objects, observed by the whole ISON network in Jan-Feb
2017, shown in Figure 12. More than 1,5 thousand GEO and
HEO space debris objects have been discovered with the
participation of ISON in total, more detailed in Figure 13.
Gathered datawere also used by ISON for the development
of space debris models, an example of realisation that in-
cludes the HEO population is presented in Figure 14.
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